Game 5: Guess Which Challenge

In *Guess Which Challenge*, students create sentences that use one of the words on a *Picture This* card, and they say the sentence out loud, omitting the word from the card. One student tries to complete all six sentences with the correct word, and then he or she guesses the topic of the card based on the six words.

**Instructions**

1. Have students (the players) sit in groups of 2–4.
2. Put the cards in a box, bag, or basket (where players cannot see the cards) in the center of the classroom.
3. Choose one player to be the Guesser. The other players are Clue Givers. The Guesser should face the Clue Givers.
4. Clue Givers take one card and hold it so that they can see the pictures, but the Guesser cannot. Clue Givers should not tell the Guesser the title of the card.
5. Each Clue Giver should choose one picture on the card and think of a sentence that uses the word for that picture (but no other words from the card).
6. The Clue Givers should take turns saying their sentence out loud, leaving out the word from the card.
7. The Guesser should try to complete each sentence with the word from the card.
8. If the Guesser guesses incorrectly, the Clue Giver can give another sentence.
9. When the Guesser has completed all of the sentences correctly, he or she should try to guess the topic or category of the card.
10. When the Guesser has correctly completed each sentence and guessed the topic of the card, one member of the group can return the card and get another.
11. Remind everyone that speaking practice is the main goal. If they get stuck, they can help each other or ask you for help.
12. End the game after the specified amount of time.

Note: The Guesser may not be able to guess the exact words in the title. For example, “Sports” is a good guess for the card titled “Let’s Play Ball.”
“Player Talk” in *Guess Which Challenge*

**The Weather**

**Clue Giver 1:** You need an umbrella when it is ____.  
**Guesser:** Rainy.  
**Clue Giver 1:** Yes.

**Clue Giver 2:** Sometimes it’s cold outside. Instead of raining, it ____.  
**Guesser:** Snows.  
**Clue Giver 2:** Yes.

**Clue Giver 3:** When it’s ____, it’s hot outside.  
**Guesser:** Summer.  
**Clue Giver 3:** No. When it’s ____, you might need a hat or glasses to protect your eyes.  
**Guesser:** Sunny.  
**Clue Giver 3:** Yes.

(Play continues until all six pictures have been guessed.)

**Guesser:** The title of the card is “Types of Weather.”  
**Group:** Yes!